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Abstract

The paper aims at improving our understanding of self-enforcing debt in competitive dynamic
economies with lack of commitment when default induces a permanent loss of access to interna-
tional credit markets. We show, by means of examples, that a sovereign’s creditworthiness is not
necessarily limited by the ability to repay out of its future resources. Self-enforcing debt grows
at the same rate as interest rates. If a sovereign’s endowment growth rates are lower than inter-
est rates, then debt limits eventually exceed the natural debt limits. This implies that there is
asymptotic borrowing in present value terms. We show that this can be compatible with lend-
ing incentives when credible borrowers facilitate inter-temporal exchange, acting as pass-through
intermediaries that alleviate the lenders’ credit restrictions.
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1. Introduction

An important issue that arises in dynamic, infinite horizon economies with sequential financial
markets is the specification of borrowing constraints to prevent Ponzi games. Debt constraints
should limit the rate at which agents accumulate debt, but they must be sufficiently loose to
permit the maximum expansion of risk-sharing without introducing unjustified financial frictions.

When there is full commitment, the only requirement imposed on debt limits is that they should
be non-binding at equilibrium.1 This implies that agents’ wealth–defined as the present value of
future endowments–is finite and equilibrium debt, contingent to any event, is bounded from above
by the “natural debt limit” (see for instance Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004), Acemoglu (2009) and
Miao (2014)). Natural debt limits correspond to what an agent can pay at a contingency by never
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